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Introduction
Phase Revival: An Optical Harmonica is a kinetic sound sculpture based on the physics of
spectroscopy (the study of the absorption and emission of light and other radiation by matter.)1
It was created collaboratively by visual artist partnership Andrews and Lynch (Becs Andrews
and Dave Lynch), composer Jon Hughes, and chemical physicists Professor Ben Whitaker and
Dr Mike Nix from the University of Leeds.2 A number of supporting files can be found on the
Data Drive: A six minute promotional video of the installation;3 two complete audio recordings
of the score, one Bformat and one stereo; 4 a significant amount of supplementary media such as
pictures and smartphone videos from different performances5.

Process
The project was set up by lead artist Becs Andrews, who assembled the creative team with
the open-ended aim of producing some sort of science and art collaboration. After a period of
development and experimentation, the idea emerged to build a large-scale example of a piece of
equipment known as 'Mach’s wave machine'. Allegedly invented by the great nineteenthcentury physicist Ernst Mach,6 this is a set of pendulums,7 each with carefully worked-out string
lengths, hung from a single crossbar.

1

CHU 2014.
Biographical information regarding the production team can be found on the Data Drive, in the
performance programme PDF. See here:/DataDrive/Phase Revival Media/Phase Revival
performance programme.
3
See: /DataDrive/Phase Revival Media/Phase Revival Video.
4
See: /DataDrive/Phase Revival Media/Phase Revival Audio.
5
See: /DataDrive/Phase Revival Media/Phase Revival Supplementary Visual Media Archive.
6
BLACKMORE 1972 page 41, SEIFER 1998 page 19 and HARVARD 2014.
7
I’ve opted for ‘pendulums’ rather than pendula, in accordance with the OED. See OED Online
2014.
2
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Figure 1: An example of Mach’s wave machine.

Small-scale examples of Mach’s wave machine, similar to the one shown above, are often
found in university physics labs and used for demonstration purposes. The example in figure 1
shows fifteen uncoupled pendulums of precisely calculated increasing lengths. When dropped
together, they travel at different speeds, falling in and out of phase with one another, creating a
visualisation of travelling waves, standing waves, beating, and random motion.8 With Phase
Revival, the mechanism shown above was scaled up considerably in size (see figure 2), with string
lengths ranging from 2.4m to 1.7m, and a crossbar length of around 6m.

Figure 2: Phase Revival wave machine at the Howard Assembly
Rooms, Opera North, Leeds.

The length of the longest pendulum is adjusted so that it executes 80 oscillations (full periods
from extreme left back to extreme left) in a fixed period of a 240-second complete phase cycle.
The length of each successive shorter pendulum string is carefully adjusted so that it executes
8

HARVARD 2014.
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one additional oscillation in the same time period. Thus, while the twelfth pendulum (the
longest) executes 80 oscillations in 240 seconds, the first pendulum (the shortest) undergoes 91
oscillations in 240 seconds. When all 12 pendulums are started together, they quickly become
unsynchronised: their relative phases continuously change because of their different periods of
oscillation. However, after 240 seconds they will all have executed an integral number of
oscillations and be synchronised again at that instant, ready to repeat the pendulum ‘dance’9 for
another cycle.

The Use of Light and Sound
In Phase Revival, underlying mathematical relationships are manifested and made visible not
only in physical space by the ‘dance’ of the pendulums themselves (the patterns they make as
they work through the phase sequence) but also through the use of light and sound mapped
onto these movements. Each pendulum is actually a lens, (see figure 3, 4 and 5 below), and a
powerful spotlight is placed at one end of the installation. As a result, the movement and phase
relationships of the pendulums are expressed by the light that is focussed through the lenses and
projected onto a screen at the opposite end of the installation to the spotlight; the screen
captures movement of light analogous to the pendulum movement. Furthermore, smoke is used,
generated by a smoke machine, so that beams of light can be seen clearly as they are intersected,
focussed and refocused continuously by the swinging lenses.

Figure 3: Phase Revival wave machine lenses illuminated.

9

HARVARD 2014.
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Sound used in Phase Revival serves to bind the whole together. An ambisonic array of
speakers is placed around the performance space, so that the audience is immersed in a specific
sound world from the moment they enter the space. The rhythmic framework and pitch material
used in the piece is derived directly from the pendulum movement, as will be explained in more
detail below.

Figure 4: Phase Revival in performance at the Howard Assembly Rooms, Opera North.

Figure 5: Phase Revival in performance at the Howard Assembly Rooms, Opera North.
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Creating the Sound
The music created for Phase Revival is predominantly generative; it was created through the
design and implementation of a finite set of rules that play out to create the piece. I used data
drawn from the installation to create both rhythmic and pitch content. However, the sound also
contains non-generative elements. It order to explain how the piece was put together in more
detail, I will need to first explain a little more regarding how the pendulums work.

Using The Excel Data Sheet
As mentioned above, the base pendulum in the installation executes a complete period 80
times in 240 seconds. The dimensions needed to create the installation were calculated by
physicists Professor Ben Whittaker and Dr Mike Nix using Microsoft Excel (see figure 6
below). The oscillation rate of the base pendulum is entered in the correct box (coloured pink in
figure 6), and the rest of the boxes change automatically to give the information necessary to
construct the wave machine: most significantly the length of the string needed for each
pendulum. But there is also other information available: for example, in figure 6, one can see that
our slowest pendulum, the base pendulum, (number 12) ran at a speed of exactly one period
every three seconds, a frequency of 0.(3)10 Hz; to accomplish this the required string length was
2.236412 m. The mathematics and science behind this sheet and the pendulum motions can be
found in the poster included in Appendix 1. This poster was created by Dr Mike Nix and
professor Ben Whittaker for a display at a Royal Society of Chemistry conference, Durham
2013. This poster can also be found on the Data Drive in PDF format,11 so it can be looked at in
closer detail: the original poster was A1 in size so it is necessary to be able to zoom into the
image to see it more clearly. I have also included the original Excel data sheet on the Data
Drive.12
Originally this Excel data sheet simply displayed string lengths, but I asked the physicists to
add the supplementary information relating to pendulum frequency and speed. For example, the
lower section of the sheet contains more detail regarding the movement of the pendulums,
displaying the point in time at which each pendulum reaches key positions within the period:
extreme left, centre, extreme right, and centre again on its way back to the extreme left. So for

10

The brackets around the (3) are a standard way to denote a recurring decimal – used instead of
0.33333....
11
See: /DataDrive/Phase Revival Media/Phase Revival Conference Poster (PDF).
12
See:/DataDrive/Phase Revival Media/Phase Revival Data Sheet/.
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example base pendulum 12 leaves the left extreme at 0, crosses the centre at 0.75, reaches the
extreme right at 1.5, and crosses the centre again at 2.25 on its way back to the extreme left at 3.
Another important feature of this sheet, the relevance of which will become clear a little
later, is that data for an imaginary installation can be generated. For example, figure 7 below
shows the data for a wave machine with a base pendulum rate of 1 period every 240 seconds.
With string lengths ranging from 99m to 14 313 m (46 959 feet), this remarkable imaginary
machine would rise up well above the height of commercial aircraft flight paths.
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Figure 6: Excel sheet showing data for the Phase Revival wave machine.
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Figure 7: Excel sheet showing data for the imaginary giant wave machine.
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The Form of the Piece

Figure 8: Phase Revival complete form.

Phase Revival is presented in a 16-minute cyclic form, as shown in figure 8 above. This is
comprised of four repeated 240-second cycles, each containing a fixed number of oscillations for
each individual pendulum. At the beginning of the 16-minute cycle, the pendulums are dropped
simultaneously using a manually operated release mechanism. The music and lighting cues then
play through the duration of the four cycles more or less in sync with the pendulum movements
(this level of synchronisation is sufficient, as will be explained in more detail below). The first
cycle, phase cycle 1, is dominated by rhythm, in keeping with the high amplitude, and so explicit
visual rhythm, of the pendulum swings. For phase cycle 2 (4:00-8:00) the rhythm becomes more
subtle and less explicit. The rhythm breaks down more for phase cycle 3, with the introduction
of musical texture free from any kind of clear pulse. By phase cycle 4, the rhythmic pulse has
disintegrated entirely. This gradual disintegration of rhythm is analogous to the way the
pendulums oscillate, becoming less emphatic in their movements as their amplitude decreases.
A gradually changing lighting state is also used in performance, programmed to change over
time, becoming less bright and luminous as the 16-minute cycle progresses. The reason for this
was that at the start, the high amplitude of the pendulums is quite spectacular and dramatic, and
the lights are brighter so the pendulums can be seen more clearly. But as the amplitude of the
pendulum movements gradually decreases, the rhythm of the swings is expressed more by the
spotlight rather than the more obvious movement of the pendulums themselves, as its beam is
focussed, cut up, and refocused through the lenses.
At 14:00, the lighting changes again as the piece enters the reset phase. This involved the
manual resetting of the pendulums into position in preparation for their release at 16:00 for a
new 16-minute cycle. Four clear pips are heard in the sound track in the last few seconds of the
cycle; the pendulums must be released manually on the fourth pip in order to synchronise with
the lights and audio.
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Rhythm
To create the rhythmic element of the musical structure for Phase Revival, I created a Max
patch with twelve different metro objects, one for each pendulum, each of which generated both
a sine-wave tone and a MIDI-note trigger at the point that each pendulum crosses the centre
line of the sculpture. Figure 9 shows a screen shot of this Max patch. The Max patch itself can
also be found on the Data Drive.13 The centre line point for each pendulum swing is highlighted
in green in figure 6.
We initially considered triggering the music using sensors, so that the movement of the
pendulum would trigger the sound. We decided against this, however, for a number of reasons.
Firstly, a sensor and trigger system would have been more expensive, both in terms of
development time and money, and we did not have the resources to cover this. But more
significantly, the rigid accuracy and precision of the musical track is an important part of the
piece. This is because the wave machine we built is not accurate; it is only a effective
approximation of what was intended. With smaller versions of Mach’s wave machine, the phase
patterns seen in the pendulum movements are very clear. This is because it is a lot easier to
construct a wave machine on the smaller physical scale. With a large version, as we discovered,
there is a lot of movement and flexibility in the structure that is difficult to account for
mathematically. Most significantly, there is a lot of resonance in the top cross bar: it flexes a
little in sympathy with the movement of the pendulums. This meant that an element of distortion
was thrown into the system and the calculations were not realised as precisely as they would
have been with a more rigid cross bar. We worked out a way of making the structure more rigid,
but this would have involved using specially made triangulated scaffolding, and we did not have
the budget to do it. A possible continuation of the project would entail finding funding to build
the model to a higher specification. However, the music actually lends some assistance here, as it
is mathematically precise: the exact figures (shown in green in figure 6) can be programmed into
each of the twelve metronomes in the Max patch (figure 9). The precise rhythmic feel of the
sound helped to make up for the lack of precision within the sculpture, as the eye is led by the
ear, and visa versa. We tend to look for connections, and so we pick out the synchronous
moments continually while watching, prioritising them perceptually over the asynchronous.
With a system triggered by the pendulum movements, the lack of precision in the sculpture,
which is an error, would have been amplified through sonification.

13

/DataDrive/Phase Revival Media/Phase Revival synth.
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Figure 9: Max patch using 12 metro objects and oscillators.
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Pitch
The pitch used throughout is also derived directly from the movement of the pendulums. This
was done in two different ways. Firstly, pitch was derived from the data shown in figure 6 (data
relating to the installation we constructed) and secondly from data shown in figure 7 (the
imaginary giant version of the installation).
The background tones that become prominent towards the end of the piece were derived
from the data in figure 6. I simply transposed the Hz values of each of the pendulums up into the
audible frequency range by multiplying them by a factor of 2 ten times. This was done using a
simple cycle object in Max. This gave me a fundamental pitch of 341.3 (0.(3) x 210 ) and a range
of close pitches above. The Max patch I made to do this is shown in figure 10. The pitches were
effectively a sonification of the relationships between the speeds of the different pendulums.
The next musical idea involved the use of data from the giant imaginary version of the
installation (shown in figure 7). I realised that, once transposed into the audible frequency range,
which involved 13 doublings of frequency values of the 12 pendulums, there resulted a harmonic
series14 on a fundamental of 68.27Hz15 (0.004167 x 213 = 68.27). The pitches that result are as
follows: 68.27Hz; 136.5Hz; 204.8Hz; 273Hz; 341.25Hz; 409.5Hz; 477.75Hz; 546Hz; 614.25Hz;
682.5Hz; 750.75Hz; 819Hz. Notice that this is a mathematically perfect harmonic series: for
example there are exact doublings of the octave on the first, second, fourth, and eighth harmonic
(68.27Hz, 136.54Hz, 273.08Hz, 546.14Hz). Figure 9 shows the Max patch used to create the
core rhythmic and pitch base of the piece, with each metro object programmed to output one of
the specific frequencies listed above along with a separate MIDI note trigger.
The next stage was to record the audio and MIDI output from Max. I used the sine waves
generated by Max at the pitches outlined above as a basis for the piece, and the MIDI notes as
triggers to build more interesting composite texture and timbre, using for example Native
Instruments Absynth as a sound source alongside various other production techniques. This was
mixed ambisonically and decoded in the appropriate way to suit specific performance venues.
For example, it was decoded to quadrophonic for the initial performances in Leeds, as that was
the audio set up available in the performance space. For performances at Howard Assembly
Rooms in Leeds, and for Leeds Light Night (see below for details) a six speaker hexagonal
configuration was used.
14

A harmonic series in music, in relation to the fundamental, results in the 2nd, 4th and 8th harmonic being
octaves, the 3rd 6th and 12th harmonic a perfect fifth, the 5th and 10th harmonic a major third, the 7th
harmonic a minor seventh, the 9th harmonic a major second and the 11th harmonic a tritone. LATHAM
2002, page 559.
15
Which is a slightly flat C# incidentally (at A = 440hz). In equal temperament (at A = 440) a C is
65.41Hz and a C# is 69.3 Hz.
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Figure 10: Max patch showing pitch generator synth.

In Performance
The piece was performed three times. The first performance was at Stage@Leeds, University
of Leeds, in a ‘black box’ type theatre space (see figure 11 and 12 below).

Figure 11: Phase Revival in performance at Stage@Leeds.

The installation was open all day, and people came in small groups and were given a leaflet to
provide some context (see Appendix 2).

Figure 12: Phase Revival in performance at Stage@Leeds.
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The second performance was at the Howard Assembly Rooms at Opera North, Leeds (see
figure 5). This was for an organised ‘private viewing,’ with wine provided along with a talk by
Becs Andrews and Mike Nix. The installation ran for a few hours in a room packed full of some
300 people. This performance used ambisonic sound decoded quadraphonically to four
independent speakers.
The third performance was in Leeds City Museum, in Millennium Square, Leeds as part of
Leeds Light Night, a large-scale free public event (see figure 13 and 14).

Figure 13: Phase Revival in perfomance at Leeds City Museum.

The performance space was a large, cylindrical-shaped room with a continuous throughput of
visitors: over 5000 people saw the piece in a single evening at the Leeds City Museum. We used
ambisonics, with six speakers surrounding the installation hexagonal configuration.

Figure 14: Phase Revival in performance at Leeds City Museum.
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Extracts from Individual Interview with
Members of the Production Team.

Extracts from Interview with Becs Andrews
“I was really delighted and quite surprised when we visited the chemical physics laboratory
at the University of Leeds. I had no idea that we were going to see something that was made up
of lasers and optics and apertures and mirrors; bending, stretching and bouncing light around –
although obviously for scientific and not just visual research! These are things that we both have
been really interested in and done experiments with for a while – we are both obsessed with
early forms of cinema and moving image – camera obscuras, zoopraxiscopes, zoetropes (as well
as more technologically advanced things!) Really this particular area of science and the things
we do in our art and theatre practices weren’t so far apart after all.
Straight after our first visit we booked a black theatre space and carted along all the mirrors,
smoke machines, lenses and projectors we could lay our hands on and tried to do a large (and
very approximate) visual version of what we had seen in the lab. The results were beautiful and
we took some photographs of what we had done to show the scientists – Mike Nix and Ben
Whitaker. They both thought they were fantastic (although we later found out that this was for
scientific rather than aesthetic reasons – they thought we had captured an unusual phenomenon
but we had unwittingly duped them with an optical illusion because of the projected footage we
had used!). As a result Ben secured a little bit of funding from the Royal Society of Chemistry to
research a ‘spectroscopy outreach’ project, which I supplemented with my DARE Fellowship
project funding from the Opera North Future Fund, and the four of us began to meet up pretty
regularly to discuss what form this might take. After almost a year, and the deadline to show the
RSC looming, we suddenly hit on the idea for Phase Revival: An Optical Harmonica and I quickly
contacted Jon Hughes, the composer, whom I had recently worked with and loved his work on
Terrarium (a dance piece by Simon Birch) [see Chapter 6]. Jon was a great fit with the project
and brilliantly translated the physics behind the sculpture into a sound composition, which
many of our audience thought was triggered by movement of the lenses themselves. We did
discuss the possibility or creating a triggered sound environment, but what I find interesting at
this point is that your brain assumes the two are more linked than they actually are – your
perception when watching the phase revival is that the sound and the motion are inherently
linked – and they are through physical theory, but not actual physical motion. In fact the optical
harmonica is a silent musical instrument of sorts – hence its name.
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I am more widely interested in making work that communicates scientific theory in a visually
seductive and non-verbal way. So much of science is incredibly interesting, but delivered in such
a dry way that it turns off non-scientists, and I think that is a shame. There is a real case for
people like us, skilled in drawing out visual metaphor, and communicating without words, but
relatively unversed in scientific knowledge and theory, pairing up with scientists in different
fields. Of course having found this interesting way in to physics we then read (and YouTubed)
around the subject, and I hope this is what our audiences will do – that our work might inspire
them to find out more about spectroscopy and wave-forms; but even if it does not I think there is
another level on which the work can be appreciated as purely experiential, and that is fine too. I
am also collaborating with biologists and physiologists for a few other installation
projects…watch this space!”

Extract from an interview with Professor
Benjamin Whitaker and Dr Mike Nix regarding the project
“Phase Revival: An Optical Harmonica is based on the physics that controls the motion of the
molecules in almost everything we see. The work is inspired by the science of spectroscopy, the
study of molecules with light. In our laboratory we observe the motion of molecules governed by
quantum mechanics, the strange duality of waves and particles. We watch complex patterns
emerging from simple physical objects and see miniature molecular phase revivals. Similar
patterns exist in almost every scientific field imaginable, from astronomy to biology. The beauty
of the installation reflects the mathematics and physical laws which help us to understand our
universe.”

Extract from an interview with composer Jon Hughes
“The aim when creating music for Phase Revival was to give the audience the sensation of
being immersed in a sound fabric intimately connected with the movement of the pendulums,
and so both the rhythm and pitch of the sounds you hear are derived directly from the
mathematics that govern the pendulums’ movements. Using a music program called Max/MSP,
twelve individual metronomes were created, each programmed to tick in time with one of the
twelve swinging lenses. Each of these twelve metronomes was connected to an oscillator,
omitting a tone derived from the frequency of each pendulum, scaled up into the audible range.
The twelve resultant pitches are a natural harmonic series, built on a fundamental tone of 68.27
Hz. The twelve tones were then layered with a range of synthetic and sampled sounds and
mixed ambisonically to create the final complex texture. As with the kinetic sculpture, the
rhythmic intensity of the music changes as each 240-second phase cycle passes; the clearly
regimented rhythmic form present at the start gradually dissipates to match the decreasing
amplitude of the pendulums’ movements. By the end of the complete 16-minute cycle, we are left
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in a formless sea of ambience and atmosphere, not knowing quite how we got there, but ready
for the pendulums to drop once more, and for the process to begin again.”

Some examples of collected audience feedback
“Hypnotic – sometimes almost anthropomorphic. Beautiful reflections and refractions.
Fantastic”
“Mesmerising, hypnotic and emotional”
“Beautifully simple and complex at the same time. Immersive and organic. One of the best
expanded/paracinematic works I’ve seen”
“Fascinating and strangely soothing”
“Eerie and thought provoking”
“Wonderful, beautiful and moving

Figure 15: Phase Revival flyer for first performance
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Appendix 1:

Phase Revival conference poster
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